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 learning more formal processes for such claims and their responses
 reviewing lessons learned from recent disputes and litigation
 hearing how to improve the chance of success for contractors claims
 how to justify appropriate responses to claims by contract administrators
 how to use or to abuse tods like Ms-Project, Primavera
 being aware of some of the advice given in recent industry conferences on this important topic
 learning about ideas to be found in the recent revision of the Society of Construction Law’s ‘Delay and Disruption Protocol’
 knowing how this relates to NZS 3910, FIDIC, NEC3 and other standard contracts that find use on New Zealand projects

Participants will benefit from:

This one day workshop has been developed for contractors. 
It summarises more advanced and recent Ideas which are vital knowledge for engineers and contractors running 3910 and similar 
contracts, and for both preparing and responding to claims for extensions of time. 
The workshop analyses the various entitlements contractors may have for additional time and/or money, such as delays resulting from 
design changes, interference with progress by others, adverse weather, the need to cooperate with separate contractors, and various 
other contractual entitlements to more money or more time.
 
Contractors need to know how best to present and justify such claims. An engineer administering such a contract will need to respond 
with an objective and quantified assessment of what additional time or money entitlements should be certified. Some myths about 
such assessments are exposed during the workshop: 

• possible ways to make best use of tools like the contractor’s programmes, to assess entitlements
• the relevance or otherwise of critical paths
• who owns the float
• various techniques for the analysis of concurrent delays.

More sophisticated tools that could be used (such as prospective or as-built programme analysis) are explained, along with lessons 
learned from recent court litigation on the topic.

Registration includes refreshments on arrival, morning and afternoon tea, lunch
per the programme and comprehensive workshop notes.
Please register as soon as possible for our planning purposes.

Complete the form and return with payment or order number to:  
IPWEA NZ Workshop, PO Box 25415, Featherston St, 

Wellington or Fax 07 867 7680

A ONE DAY WORKSHOP FOR ENGINEERS ON:

DELAY, DISRUPTION AND EXTENSIONS  
OF TIME ON CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

Andrew Brickell, who will be facilitating the workshop is a consulting civil engineer, project manager and 
construction arbitrator with more than 40 years of professional experience in 20 countries. He is based in Auckland 
but travels widely throughout the Asia-Pacific region as The Director of a construction contract consultancy.

A significant part of Andrew’s career has been spent in part time teaching at various universities, running training for 
clients and for consulting organisations and he has specialised particularly in the documentation, procurement and 
administration of engineering contracts and project management.  
In the early 1980s, he worked with the Standards NZ subcommittee preparing the drafts of a new NZ standard for 
construction contracts, which later became the NZS 3910 conditions of contract and he has written several articles 
on the evolution and use of this document.

Andrew also has extensive experience with other forms of contract such as the FIDIC variants, AS2124 and other Australian 
Standards, the New Engineering Contract and contracts used by international funding agencies such as the World Bank. He served on 
the Standards NZ committee for NZS 3910 as representative of IPENZ and ACENZ.
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